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IBSTRACT

A synoptic investigation employing quasi-Lagrangian

diagnostic techniques was conducted foc a North Atlartic

Ocean polar low undergoing a period of rapid cyclogenesis.

The polar low was of relatively small horizontal scale and

developed in a ragion of low static stability and large

low-level baroclinity, which is ccnsistent with theoretical

studies. Rapid surface pre ssure falls and vigorous

circulation increases correla-.e well with the cbserved max-

ima in low-level inward mass transport ani upper-level mass

outflow, and are temporally coincident with the incursion of

the forward divergence quadrant of a Jet st.r eak into the

budget volume. The most rapid in-reases of ibsolu-e

vorticty cccurred in the 250 to 300 ab laysr, and are

related to combiaed contributions of positive vor.ici"y

alvection and vertical redistribution processes. The domi-

nant fcrcing of low-level absclute vorti-ity increases comes

primarily from the divargence source term.
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I. IT22D UCTION

The accurate prediction of the levelopment of all _-v=:

maritime storms and their subsequent pa-hs is of vital

importance to military and civilian sea-going vesselz, pec-

ple living in ccastal areas and their associated rPcrea-

tional activities, and to the expanding number of ci! rigs

situated over continental shelves. Thm Fast-.at Yacht Race

(icodroffe,1981) is remembered for the unexpectsd severe

weather that caused havoc among the competitors to the south

of Ireland. British fine-mesh modl forecasts failed to

give advance warning of a sudden deepening and the excep-

tional vigor of a maritime low which produced 15 a seas and

gale force wnds with gusts up to 34 r/s. cnsequently, 24

yachts were missing or abandoned and 15 crew members were

lost an sea. In September 1978, the Queen Elizabpth Ii

(James, 1979) ancount-red unexpectedly heavy southwest seas

and swell with winds gusting to 32 m/s, which rssui-ed in

structural damage and numerous injuries to passengers and

crew. dore recently, the oil rig Range: (Lemoyne,1982) was

sunk due to the destructiv. weather associated with a mari-

time cyclone. Early warning is most essential to preclude

this loss of life and to minimize damages de to th extrpmi

weather conditions which accompany these powerful cyclonss.

12



Perhaps the most frequently overlooked class of v-_clca

is the po-lar low. These primarily maritime systems fo:m

polewarl of the polar front and geaerally a:-3 not c.sid=r-I

to be a severe weather produciag system, although apprecia-

ble precipitation from convective activity may accompany

their passage. Ozcasionally, these small-scale polar lows

undergo rapid intensification an.d becc-.a extremely powerful

and dangerous cyclones on a scale comparable to middle

latitude maritime cyclones.

The majority of observed cases of explosive cyclogenesis

occurring off the east coast of coazinents at middle

latitudes origina-.e as a wave perturbation on a polar front

sapara:ing polar air from tropical air, as in the classical

Norwegian cyclone model. Occasionally, non-frontal

cyclones, and specifically the polar low, undergo explosive

cyclogenesis in ths cold air poleward of -he polar front.

Based on a study (Sanders and 3yakum, 1980) f 267 explosive

desepening cases in the North Pacific and North Atlanic

Oceans during the winter months of 1976-1979, less than one

•percent of the cases occurred at latitudes .orth of 60ON.

The term "polar" low is widely used in literature to

1efine a small-scale cyclone which forms poleward of the

13
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polar front originating entirely within the polar air 3ass.

However, there appears to be a categcrization dilamna con-

cerning the several types of polar lows and the very broai

definition of the polar low. For example, all of the fol-

lowing cyclones have been rafarred to as polar lows:

0 Small-scale cyclones Doleward of the polar front asso-
ciated with a comma cloud pattern and a strong positive
vorticit maximum in the middle troposphere
(Reed,19;9;mullen, 1979);

9 Small-scale cylones poleward of the polar front not
associated with a ccmma cloud pattern but often con-
nected to spiral cloud patterns (RasmusseP1981) ;

a Small-scale cyclones associated with uppe_ -!evil short
waves commonly formed southeast of Greenland with
strong west-northwest winds aloft (Harley,1960) ; and

a Initially sall-scale cyclones that form on the border
of the polar air southsast of "r-enand and can
exglosively daep en, acquiring dimensions comparable to
middle la titud extratropical cyclones' (Mans-
field,1974).

Some attempts have been made to resolve this catagorizat:on

dilemna, based upon primary formation machanisms and geio-

graphical considerations. Locatelli et a(1 9 8 2 ) suagets

that there are two types of polar lows. The first type is

mainly baroclinic in nature and pcssesses frontal character-

istics, and the seccnd type levelops far-:her back in the

polar air ani appears to be more convective than the first

type. Similarly, Sardie and Warner (1983) sugcest that

moist baroclinic processes alone may explain the origin cf

14
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North Pacific Ocean polar lows, while 2*ist baroclin-.:y and

CISK are essential in the genesis of Morth ktlantic Ocean

polar lows.

Regardless of whether the nascent low 4s a middle

latitude frontal cyclone or a polar low, cxalosives

cyclogenesis is generally poorly p.edi=cad by .xisting

numerical models. Sanders and 3yakum(1980) demonstrate that

the National neteorological Center priaitive equation (PE)

model predictions of rapidly deepening 2ritime cyclones

typically forecast cnly one-fourth to one-third of the

actual d3velopment.

Lack of conclusive evidence and comjecture as to what

dominant physical processes are involved in the formation

and development of polar lows strongly indicate that further

research is aecessary before full understanding a-d accurate

prediction eventually can be achieved. Poor lata coverage

ard the small scales over which exploslive maritime

cyclogenesis occurs have restrict.d dtaileA research, and

have prqcluded accurate numerical predictions fc- many

meteorological events over oceanic ragions and at high

latitudes. Improvements in satellite observations cf

numerous meteorological variables his moderated this

15
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problem. Howeve., before the potential of this Mqvly

acquired data source can be fully realized, a more comprs-

hensive knowledge of the dynamics and :hezmodynamics

involved in explosive cyclogenesis in polar air st-rams must

be obtained.

This study constitutes a portion of a broadly based

research effort to better understand and pradict rapid mari-

time cyclogenesis by employing a combined obsevational and

numerical modelling approach. Better anderstanding of the

physical mechanisms and air-sea interactions involved will

provide the basis for more credible and accurate numerical

modelling schemes for oceanic regions. Specifically, this

thesis consists of mass and circulation (absolute vorticity)

budgets of a high latitude polar low. The polar low in t-his

study originates as a trough of low pressure extending

westward across Iceland on 26 January 1979 and undergoes

pericds of explosive cyclcgenesis as it movss southeasterly

toward the United Kizgdom during the ensuing 72 h. This

system is a Drime example of rapid cyclbgenesis in a pclar

air stream. Fortunately, the development occurred during

one of the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) special

observing periods and adequate data ar available for

research.

16
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Translating s o- budget diagnos:ic procedu:.s

(Vash,1978) will be usei in this study for budgqt analy ss.

This qnasi-Laqran;ian diagnostic (QLD) approach focuses

expressly on the cyclonic scale to describe quant-itatively

the features of cyclone development, as well as thq

processes forcing changes .n the cyzlonic ci-zulation.

These techniques incorporate translatio-al effects as tha

volume is centerel or and moved with the surface pressure

minimum of the cyclone. This affords a perspective on the

interaction of the cyclone with its eavironmant. Specifi-

cally, QLD budgets yield quantitative evalua-.ions of the

exchanges of mass, circulation and angular momentum between

the budget volume and ervironment. Source.s and sinks,

lateral and vertical exchanges of meteorological variablas

can be calculated and identifial with physical and dynamical

processes within the volume.

The overall objective of this thesis is to gain insight

into the significance and aagnitude of several physical

processes involved in rapid maritime cyclog nesis in a polar

air stream. Specifie thesis objectives are:

0 Study of the horizontal and ve_-ticLl mass circulation
in relation to the explosive development;

0 * Investigation of the static stability changes during
the developmeat process;-

17
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0 Study of the development process using vorti4i-y to
determine the key terms responsible for ths
development; and

* Study of the usefulness of the FGG3 data for describing
this rapidly developing cyclone.

Chapter II will summarize many of the significant

research efforts on polar lows. R brief description and

analysis of -be the FGGE data set utilized as a data base in

this study is presented in chapter III. A comprehensive

synoptic discussion on the explosively deepen-ng polar low

is given in chapter IV. Chapter V provides a ge.neral

description cf the QLD technique and the budge: aquations

utilized. Budget results are contained in Chapter VI and

VII, and conclusions and recommendations for futher

research are in Chapter VIII.

18
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Little is known about the polar low and it is seldom

mentioned in meteorological textbooks and publications. The

term "polar low" was first introduced by Harlzey (1960) to

describe shallow, intense barocliniz disturbances with

scales of about 1000 km which affect G-ea: rBriai.

Numerous theories have been presented concerning polar low

formation and development. To date there is little agree-

ment, and no conclusive evidence, as to the dominant physi-

cal processes involved in its life cycle. Traditionally,

polar low formatioa has been attributed to surface heating,

or more specifically, to the sensible heat flux through the

air-sea interface as cold polar air flows over relatively

warm seas.

However, several papers (Harrold and Browning, 1969;

Mansfield, 1974; Reed, 1979; Mullen, 1979), have claimel

that the polar low is a shallow baroclinic phenomenon of

relatively small horizontal scale. Rasmussen (1979), on the

other hand, has revived the thermal instability theory, and

has proposed that in many cases the polar low is a

19



manifestation of conditional instability of the second ki:A

(CISK). Reed (1979) investigated cyclones in polar air

streams over the North Pacific Ocean and suggqst.d that the

polar low is essentially a baroclinic phenomenon, and that

CISK cannot be ruled out as a possible contributing factor

in its formation and intensific-ation. Hore recantly, lullen

(1982) has documented polar air stream cyclogenq.sis over the

wintertime North American continent. Since similar systems

can develop over land in air masses with negligible water

content, he concludes that the necessity of CISK for polar

low formation and development may be ruled out.

A recognized problem in applying baroclinic instabillty

theory to polar low formation is the short wavelsngth of

these small-scale cyclones. In most theoretical studies of

barcclinic theory (q.g.,Sirmmons and Hoskins, 1976),

wavelengths on the order of 3000-4000 ka at the latitude of

England are found to have maximum growth zates. Observed

wavelengths of polar lows are typically only ona-third of

the expected 3000-4000 km.

Authors who claim baroclinic instability as the primary

formation mechanism suggest that these phenomenon owe their

small horizontal scales to low-level static stability (Reed,

20



1979; Duncan, 1977) or enhanced low-level barocliri-.y (Har-

rold and Browninq 1969). tullen (1979) points ou- that

theoretical support for baroclinic instability theory as the

primary mechanism is offered by Gall (19761 and Staley and

Gall (1977). They have shown that basic flows with Richard-

son numbers significantly lower near the surface than the

Richardson number aloft can support greatgr linear growth

rates for small synoptic-scale waves. Therefore, small

Richardson numbers, which imply either ssall static stabil-

ity or enhanced baroclinity, are theoretically consistent

with baroclinic instability theory as a viable physical

mechanism in polar low formation.

The role of barotropic instability i the development of

polar lows has been given little attention. Poll= lows

often develop in the strong shear zone polward of the Jet

axis, and fulfill the necessary requi-ement for barotropic

instability. Nitta and Yanai (19691 found that th4

wavelength of maximum inst abi lit y for a barotropic jet

stream depends on the half-widtb of th6 jet, and that

smaller wavelengths are associated with the narrower jets.

Reed (1979) proposes that it is highly unlikely that a jet

stream can ever be sharp enough to account tor the very

21



small-scale systsm that develop over the oceans --- winter.

Research by Simmons and Hoskins(1978) Dn the li.fe cycle of

baroclinic waves shows that baroclinic processes dominate

duiring wave growth and that barotropia conversions dui not

become dominant until after wave growth ceases.

22



The data base used for this study is comprised er.tir.!y

of PGGE level Ill-b data which were assimilated and pro-

cessed by the European Cent-er for Mediua--ange weather Fore-

casts (ZCNlY). Specifically, analyses between 1200 GMT 26

January 1979 and 1200 GET 29 January 1979 are used to define

the development and movement of the polar low.

The international PGGE effort has resulted in the most

extensive global atmospheric data set ever collected for use

by the meteorological community. More than 7000 temperature

sounding profiles from two polar orbiting satellites, and

6000 cloud-track winds from five geostationary satellites

were available daily. rhe Global Weather Experiment ma3t th

objective of twice-a-day global measurements of the atmos-

phere witk a 500 ka resolution. The coaventional obse:ving

system included the surface (land, ships, some drifting

buoys), rawindscndea, dropsondes, pilot balloons and air-

craft data. The satellite and non-satellite data are com-

bined to provide the basis for the complete FGGE data set

(sles &I it 1982).

23



The northern regions of the North Itlantic Ocean a=

known to be a data-sparse region. During the FGGE special

observing periods, additional data not normally re-4ceived on

a routine basis were gained through pilot reports, AIREPS,

some dropsondes, but primarily -.rough an increased number

of ship reports in the region. This data coverage for 26 -

29 January 1979, the life span of the storm within this

study, is adequate and proviles a suitable data base for

application of the QLD approach. The data coverage provided

by the FGGE special observing period far the life span of

this storm is presented in Figs. 1,2 and 3, which are

obtained from the Documentat'on of station Pot p

distributed by the Gcddard Modeling am! Simulation Facility

in February 1982.

The data management plan that was put into operation

during the FGGE period is described in Fig. 4. This chart

shows the flow of data frcm th. instrument signals, 1!vel I;

the transformation into basic metaorological parameters,

level II; and the final merging into a complete global set

of basic metecrological parameters, level II-b data set.

The 'b' denotes all tha data collected ;ithin a three-mcnth

cut-cff period, and contains as a subset the operational

24



data collected in real time. The real-time data are corr--

spondingly indicated by label 'a'. The level 1I-b data con-

stitute the basic meteorological product of tha Glcbal

Weather Experiment.

The data assimilation system used to produce the level

III-t data set is a three-dimensional, multivariate optimum

interpolation, and an associat ed automatic system for data

checkinq. The basic idea for optimum interpolation is to

determine at each grid point those interpolation weights

that gives the best fit of the analysis to the observations.

This optimum weight not only depends on the distribution of

the observations, but also on the error characteristica of

the observations and the first-guess forecast. rh. quality

of the observations is regarded as very good and only very

few are considered incorrect and discardad. A 15-level

model with a horizontal resolution of 1.875 degrees is used

for the dynamical .ssimilation. Th. EC!WF l.vel Ill-b pro-

duction was completed in Junt 1981 an] analyses at 00 GMT

and 12 GMT are available for all standard levels to 10 mb.

During the special observing periods, analyses have also

been archived at 06 GMT and 18 GMT.
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The analyses are available at 15 levels (100:) 1- 10 mb)

and with a horizontal resolution of 1.875 degrees latftu'le/

lorgituda. The data set contains the basic analysis"- fields:

height, hcr-Izontal wind components arni sea-lsvell prcssure-.

Fields of temperatare, relative humidity and verti-cal velcc-

ity are also included. The temperat:re fiell has been

calculated from the initialized heights and saa-level pres-

sare, and the vertical velocity from the .r~~~zdwirds.

Finally, the relative humidity has been cb~tairned from ore-

cipitable water analyses. Table I illustrates the pre~ssure

levels and the data fields available (Bengtssor, e: -z a!

1982). Further information on the F3GE d at a and i4ts

raliablity an-d usefulness within this rssarch is included

i.Apppendlix A.
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IV. SYNOPTIQ QaCUSSION AND NWP PZRFORMA.CE

A. GENERAL

The polar low in this study evolved on 26 January 1979

frcm a trough cf low pressure near Iceland that waS well to

the north of the polar front. rhe storm (Fig. 5) followed a

southeasterly track from southwest of Iceland to Ireland

over a 72-h period. This case is a axcellent example cf

explosive maritime cyclogenesis in a polar air stream. The

polar low involvel in this case study is similar to those

mentioned by ansfield (1974) in that an initially small-

s-ale cyclone evolved through explosive deepening into a

cyclone with dimensions comparable to middl- latitude

cyclones.

This polar low devalorment has striking similarities to

those prescribed by Petterssen st al. (19i2) to be common in

maritime cyclogenesis. Specifically, this cyclone develops

at low levels under a relatively staight upper current,

without appreciable vorticity advection, and in a regior of

maximum baroclinity. Additionally, the upper cold trough

develops simultaneously with the low-level cyclone

throughout the period.
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Probably the zos, remarkable faaa.r a during th- 2. i f

span of this cyclone is its rapid development, Mat:uration

and decay within three days. The following dascri:*pti-or of

these stages In 12-h increments will utilize 25) mb winds

and isotacis, 500 ab heights and absolute vortici-y, and

1000-500 mb thicknass and sea-level pressure analyses. Su~p-

plementary satellite imagery will be used to J-1lustrate the

more salient features and events.

B. SYNOPTIC DISCUSSION

Ths metecrological situatiL.on at 12 G r 26 January for

the eastern North Atlantic Ocean and ths Morwegian sea is

dominated by a vertically stacked low pressure system situ-

ated over the central Norwegian Sea. Fig. 6a illustrV.~

h: tS str :o ng Cyaloaic vortex atk 250 m t, and the large areal

extent over which it influences the cirniilaion nattzern. A

4~5 rn/s jet maximum extends across northern France and into

cantral Europe and is directly associated with a polar front

moving southeasterly into Europe. Anothar rnax--mumu of 30 rn/s

wit a estnorhwsstly ori'entation across Gresnland to the

Five Fingers region of northwest Iceland, is indicated by

broad bands of cirrus on tihq 2207 GM~r 26 January imagery

(?ig. 7).
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In the lower troposphere, the first signIfican: chanae

in the sea-level pressure (SLP) contours In several days has

developed in the form of a east-west oriented trough across

Iceland. At 12 GMT 26 January there ars no closel isobars

and the pressure minimum of 1011 mb is loca-sd in tha

Denmark Strait. Although the National Me:erolcgical Center

(NMC) and Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Ceate: (F!IOC) analy-

ses at 12 GMT 26 January 1979 indicate no frontal system to

the west of Iceland, the gradient of the thickness values in

Fig. 6c indicates a strong biroclinic zone. The guestion

may be raised whether the trough of the polar lcw differs in

fundamental respects from a front as mentionel by Reed

(1979). Low-level streamlines suggest that this !:ow-levsl

biroclinic zone is the intersection of very cold Arctic air

swept across the ice edge with the polar air mass behind the

front entering Europe. Cloud patterns in Fig. 7 support

this interpretation as cold dry air flows southwarl from thq

Greenland icea cap and Davis Strait and swirls cyclonically

around Kap Farvel intc the northern .North Atlai-tic Ocean and

Denmark Strait region.

The southern Greenland ice zap appears as the only dis-

tinguishable landmark in Fig. 7. Iceland lies under a
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stratus overcast with convective activity occurri,-.7 t 0-1

east . This convectivs activity east of Iceland is pic-:e2

by the broad band of the cold white tops of cumuloniibus.

Additionally, there exists a strong sea-surface -.-,MDera-

ture (SST) gradient off the southeastern coast of Greenland,

as can be seen in Fig. 8. Petterssen at a. (1962) suggest

these regions of strong SST gradient are praferred areas for

maritime cyclogenesis, and this has been suppcrted by the

study of Sanders and Gyakum (1980).

In the mid-troposphere, a north-south criented trough

extends over the United Kingdom. Typical absolute vorticiry

patterns associated with this flow are depicted in Fig. 6b.

Noteworthy is a small perturbation in the 12 X 10 5  1

line immediately to the scuthwest of Ic.land. Although lit-

tle significance can be drawn from this perturbation at this

time, its importancea will become more apparent as the middle

troposph:.re continues to adjust to chaages in low-level

temperature advection.

The deepening cyclone at 00 GMT 27 January 1979 has a

SLP minimum of 1000 mb, which is a decrease of approximately

11 mb luring the preceding 12 h. Satellite imagery at 0124

GMT 27 January (Fig. 9) illustrates a dramatic levelopment
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in the cyclone structure during the 3.5 h since the previous

imagery. Cyclonic circulation is now most evidn-t to 4he

northwest of Ireland. Convective activity is widespread

around the system, especially in the north through southeast

sector. Cirrus streaks continue to indicate the presence of

high speed winds ovsr the Greenland ice cap, how=vet, the

wind direction has shifted to northwesterly.

&t 00 GMT 27 January (Fig. 10a) , a detached extension of

the upper-level wind maximum lies directly over the surface

position of the developing low, which has tracked southeast-

erly to the south of Iceland. The cold advection previously

off the Greenland ice cap has translated eastward and has

intensified. The tightyly packed thickness lines and iso-

bars are nearly perpendicular (Fig. 10c), and reflects this

exceptional cold advecticn southward through the Denmark

Strait. Warm advection to the east of the developing

cyclcne is comparatively weak.

In the middle troposphere (Fig. 1Ob), a significant

change is noticable in the 500 mb contcur pattern. In

response to the strong cold advection in the lower levels,

troughing is ncw occurring in the 500 mb pattern near

Iceland. This self-amplificaticn has produced greater
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curvature in the flow with corresponding vorticity ivecticn

changes. & small maximum of 18 X 10 5  nov 1ias ovr th-

southwestern tip of Iceland with the 12 X 105 s 1i-ain

extending well south of Kap Farvel.

Satellite imagery at 0544 GIT and 134 3 3MT 27 Janary in

Figs. 11 and 12, respectively, illustrate the continued

rapid development of the surface system and its southeast-

erly track towards Ireland. The system at 12 GT 27 January

1979 has a central pressure of 985 mb, which is a decrease

of 15 ab during the previous 12 h, and a decrease of 26 mb

*, during the previcus 24 h. Convective activity has coatinuel

to increase in area and in vigor with very broad continuous

bands of cumuloniabus throughoat the eastern half of the

system. The northerly flow across Iceland has dynamically

induced a clearing along the south coast.

The upper-level wind maximum (Fig. 13a) aow extends

southward from Greenland well into the North Atlantic with

its axis situated to the west of the strong polar low. This

alignment between surface system and upper level wind maxi-

mum will provide significant divergence aloft and will con-

tribute to further deepening of the cyclone. The strong

upper level cyclone persists near 65 ON and 20W in the

Norwegian Sea.
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In the lower troposphere (Fig. 13cl, very strozg cold

alvection continues to the west of the polar low as thick-

ness lines have been deformel well to the south of thtir

initial latitudes at 12 GMT 26 January. arm advac-ior. to

the east of the cyclone remains relatively weak.

The interaction between the strong low-level advection
,.'

processes and the consequent response of the middle tropo-

sphere is illustrated in Fig. 13b. The s!elf-amplification

process is most apparent now, and is 2a-kadly reflected by

the continued amplification of the northeast-southwest or-

ented trough south of Iceland and by the consequent

alvelopment of a significant absoluta vorticity maximum

within the trough. This newly gereratel vorticity maximum,

located immediately to the northwest of the surface position

of the alrc.ady strong polar low, will provide further

impetus toward deepening of th _ cyclone.

Satellite imagery at 2006 GMT 27 Janaary 1979 (Fig. 14)

indicates that the convective activity to the east of this

powerful maritime cyclone now blankets zost of Ireland and

northwest Scotland. By 00 GMT 28 January 1979 (Fig. 15c),

the polar low is very near maximum intensity with a central

pressure of 976 mb, and is situated immediately to the
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northwest of Ireland. Ocean weather ship Lima, station-6

near 57.20N and 20.140W, or approximately 400 nautical m les

south of Iceland, is reporting heavy snow showers acconpa-

niad by 21.5 m/s of wind and 7-m seas. The Mariner's

weather Log (July,1979 issue) states that two ships, the

jsa naight.r and the C.P. Diseove~re, reported 10- to "l-m

seas in the vicinity of 52ON and 16OW.

Although the storm is near peak intensity, the upper-

tropospheric flow suggests that further deepening is

unlikely and decay processes are imminent. The vcrticity

maximum at 500 mb (Fig. 15b) his almost overtaken the polar

low, with the eastern portion of the absolu-e vorticity max-

imum now coincident with the surface system, and the system

is quickly occluding up to the jet stream level (Fig. 15a).

Sa:ellite imagery at 1025 GMT 28 January 1979 (Fig. 16)

r.veals that the center has now become somewhat disorganized

and that the bands of convective activity to the sast have

become less pronouac.d. By 12 GMT 23 January 1979, -he

polar low's central pressure has been steady at 976 mb

luring the previous 12 h. Upper-level :yclogenesis at both

the 500 mb and 250 mb levels has occurred and the system is

now vertically stacked, as shown in Fig. 17. The a.bsolute
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vorticity maximum at 500 mb is now coincident with :5e su:-

face position of the polar low. Numerous surfac a observa-

tions in the Unitel Kingdom still report showe: activity.

During the ensuing 12 h, the polar low drifts eastward

and fills 3 mb to a central pressure of 979 mb by 00 G3T 29

January 1979 (Fig. 18). The system remains vertically

stacked. Satellite imagery at 0048 "Si 29 January 1979

(Fig. 19) illustrates that the decay process has pr-ogresszd

at a rapid pace. The distinct, vigorous center of only 24

htop before is now extremely disorganized. The center has

broken into three weak vortices along the western coast of

the United Kingdom. klthough numerous cumulonimbus tops are

still evident around the low, the convective activity has

subdued considerably.

The polar low continued to drift eastward across the

United Kingdom by 12 GMT 29 January 1979 (Fig. 20). The

central pressure has filled an additional 5 mb and -is now

984 mb. The dissipating cyclone will continue to drift

easterly. This short-lived, once powerful cyclone

eventually dissipates entirely over the continent on the

30th.
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C. NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION PERFORMANCE

Numerical prediction models at NKC and FNOC pefo.med

poorly in the prediction of this storm's SLP evolutinr. The

inability of the FNOC 36 h SLP forecasts to predict the min-

imum SLP of the rapidly deepening polar low is illustrated

in Fig. 21. Although a deepening rate is apparent in the

consecutive foreca3ts, the magnitude of the deepening was

not predicted. Additionally, the model failed to forecast a

closed circulation until 00 GMT 29 January, two days after

closed SLP iscbars were analyzed from FG3E lata.

4 Although a complete set of NMC 35-h surface pressure

forecasts is unavailable, those prognoses valid at 12 G!IT 26

January, 12 GMT 27 January and 00 GMT 29 January reflect

that the NMC products fared as poorly as the FNOC numerical.

predictions. For example, the NMC 36-h surface prognosis

valid at 12 GMT 27 January forazast a trough of low pressure

azross England and Ireland with pressures varying from

1002-1006 ub. However, the observed r-entral pressure had

dropped to 985 mb and the storm had at:ained a strona

cyclonic circulation.

One explanation for these differences may be that the

different objective analysis and initializa:ion schemes
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employed by SIC and PIOC are significantly difarent from

the initial fields obtained through optilaua iate.:polation at

RCMF. Only subtle differences in the central prissurss are

found between FGGE, PNOC and NC analyses of the polar low

(Fig. 22). These slight differences disCla~m t:he possibil-

ity that the lack of initial surface data is the cause for

such gross errors inl numerical predictioa.
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V. i1ULAGRAjGjI DIAGNO

The foremost objective of the quasi-Lagrangian technique

(OLD) is the quantitative evaluation of important physical

processes involved in extratropical cy-Loganesis. Budgets

of basic physical parameters such as mass, absolutg

vorticity (circulation), angular momentum and various energy

forms can be computed within a specific atmospheric volume.

This budget volume is translated with a distinguishable fea-

ture of the system, usually the SLP minimum. This accounts

for translational effects in the lateral transport and

advection of migratory extratropical cyclones. Addition-

ally, vertical redistributions of the basic parameters

within the budget volume as the result of vertical t-ansport

processes can be assessed. These inherent features es':ab-

lish the QLD technique as a viable approach to avaluate

cyclone development. By contrast, Kung and Baker (1975)

evaluated the effects of migratory syr.optic-scale systems

relative to a fixed volume only.

The basic framework and equations fzr the QLD approach

were developed at thp University of Wis-onsin by Professor
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Donald R. Johnsoa and his students. Johnson and Dow.- y

(1975a) provide an overview of the generalized budge-.

approach; Johnson and Downey (1975b) show the definition and

use of storm angular momentum; and Johnson and Downey (1976)

give specific cyclone applications of mass ani angular

momentum budgets. These techniques have proven to be A use-

ful tool in previous studies on extratropical cyclone

development. Table II presents a chronological listing of

studies employing the QLD approach.

The budget volume is defined by the ten mandato-y pres-

sure levels in the vertical and by a variable radius in the

horizontal. As applied in this thesis the budget volume is

centered over the SLP minimum of the polar low and is trans-

lited with the developing system. Two saparate r-adii wers

seliscted to represent twc bulgat volumes involve. in this

study. A radius of four degrees latitude was selected to

represent the intense horizontal circulition near the csn-

ter. A radius of eight degrees of latitade was selected for

an outer radius to provide additional information on

processes involved in the cyclogenesis.

The generalized budget equation, which is p-ssnted in

Table III, relates the time rate of change of the property
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to lateral transport, vertical transpDrt or sour:z=_ an

sinks of the property within the volume. Budge-s cf the

basic physical parameters such as mass and :iru.1=_ ton

(vorticity) fcllow frcm the generalized budget ejuation and

are presented in Tables IV and V.

Following conservation of mass there are no sources or

sinks of mass within the mass budge-.. The mass bulge-: _qua-

tion directly relates the mass tendency (dA/d-) -z thq sum

of the lateral traasport and vertical zransor-: t.rms. Th e

lateral transport term represents the mass convsrgence/div-

ergence and may be considered the primary forcing t s rm to be

evaluated within the mass budget. The mass t=n sncv can be

directly ccmputed since it is dependent only on the surface

pressure tendency, since ths pressure at the ted of the

budget volume remains fixed. Once thes - terms are computed,

the vertical mass transport is determinei from the imbalance

between the mass tendsncy and the lateral transport terms.

A computational residual -xists due to obse rva-ional,

truncation and interpolation errors. The primary sou=ce for

-his computational residual can be di_ctly atr 9 d to

the inability to compute accurately the net late-ral mass

transporc. Corractions to offset these errors must be
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applied -o individual layer residuals. The larges- zc:rc-

tions ar- applied in the upper troposphere where wind cb.sr-

vaticns are the least accurate. This procedure zrducns a

corrected lateral mass transport field ralled the corrsctedi

mass flux.

The QLD vorticity budget sguation, presen-:ed in rable V,

section A, relates the time rate of change of v3:tici-.y

directly to lateral and vertical transports, sources and

sinks. The budget formulation begins with t.h- calculation

of absolute vorticity values at each grid point within .-

budget volume. Stokes theorem is then employel to rislate

the area-integratel vorticity to circulation. These calcu-

lations combined with vector identities are used to parti-

- cn the transpoct terms into advectiwe and diverge.nce

compon.nts, as presented in Table V, seztio. B. To complete

the vorticity budget eguation, a souce/sink term is incorpo-

rated to represent the ne generatior/dissipation of abso-

lute vorticity within the budget volume due to diverqence,

tiltina and friction terms.

The transport tarms of the vorticity budget egua-ion are

also partitioned into mean and eddy modes (Table VI). The

mean mode reflects the transp:rt of absolute vorticity by
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the irotational component of the wind, 3nd caa be- ass:ci-

atad with changes in absoluts voticity du-e to synontic

scale mean circulations. Conversely, tda addy mode -. flects

th.a transport of ibsoluts vorticity by primazily the rota-

tional component of the wind, and is I u to a-cva-ances

between vorticity deviations and i nflow and outflow on the

storm boundary.
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VI. MASS BUDGET AND STABILITY ANALYSES

A. MASS BUDGET

Quasi-Lagrangian diagnostic mass budget analyses were

calculated in 12-h increments using FGG . data fields frcm 12

G GMT 26 January and through 12 GMT 29 January. These time

* periods span the development, maturatic-i and decay stages Cf

vthe polar low, as described in chapter 17. Time scticns cf

corrected mass !lax and area-averaged omega, rapresenting

the horizontal and vertical mass transport, raespectively,

will be examined in detail in the following subsections.

Additionally, the QLD produced vertical aotion fields will

be ccmpared tc those produced via the kinematic method and

-:ae EC.WF analysis procedure.

1. Hoflzcntal %ass Transvort

Time sections of the corrected 3ass flux represqrt-

ing the horizontal mass transport for radius fcur and eight

are presented in Fig. 23. Ordinate labels indicate the cen-

tral pressure level for which layer mass flux comptations

were performed. For example, the 925 mb level represents

the surface to 850 mb layer. The labld time periods ar-.

IL
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viewed in the same manner. For example, :he 2718 .iam -:iod

represents the 12 GMT 27 January through 30 GM T 28 Jazuary

time frame.

A two-layer circulation pattern at radius four .S

illustrated in Fig. 23a, with a broad layer of outflow over-

- lying a relatively shallow layer of inflow throughout the

storm analysis period. The thickness of the convergent

layer decreases in vertical extett duin;g th- early time

periods through 2736 GET. After this time period the depth

of this layer increases as the polar low approaches ma-ur-

ity. By the 2818 31T time interval, the level of non-diver-

gence (LID) has increased to a maximum height at f450 mb.

Beyond this time period the LND gradually lowers. P dis-

tizct inflow maximam is seen at 925 mb betweeL ths 2709 to

2806 time intervals. rhis strong low-level convergence cor-

relates well tc the period of rapid dsv l pment as dscribed

in chapter IV. An associated upper-leval maximum outflow at

the 350 mb level occurs between 2718 to 28306 time intervals.

The low-level ccnvergence at radius four is quite shallow

compared to the larger vertical extent of the upper level

divergence. However, the magnitude of the mass flux in the

convergence layer is much stronger zhan the divsrgence

aloft, as required for conservation of zass.
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The horizontal ccnvergence and divergenci pat:_:nI

at radius aight are illustrated in Fig. 23b. rht basic

two-layer circulation pattern observed at radius four is not

seen at this radial distance until later time periols. This

is indicative of the initial small horizontal scale of the

polar low, and the areal expansion of the system in tims.

The early time periods are influenced by the aijacent

an-icyclone circulations, but not by the polar low. After

the 2718 interval, low-level convergencs increases apprecia-

bly and acquires maximum strength just after the 2818 time

interval. A distinct upper-level divergeace pattl.rn devel-

ops 24 h in advance of the distinguishable low-level

convergence pattern.

Ancther perspective of the development and areal

expansion of the p3lar low in time can be seen in the spa-

tial variations of the horizontal mass flux within the vol-

nae. At 00 GMT 27 January (Fig. 24a) a shallow well-defined

region of low-level convergence is centered at the 925 mb

level and extends horizontally to radius nine. Above this

convergence layer, and beycad radius nine in the horizontal,

divergence dominatss. A very strong divergence (outflow)

maximum exists between radius 11 and 12 near 600 mb.
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4. During the period from 00 G.IT ro 12 GMT 27 Jaruary,

the central pressure of the polar low irops at a rats of

greater than 1 ab/h. By 12 GHT 27 January, the inflow or

convergence region (Fig. 24b) has become more compact. The

radial extent of the convergence region has reduced from

radius nine to eight and the vertical extent has shrunk from

625 mb to 750 ub. Strong divargence coatinues at the outer

radii from the surface to 500 mb, and a distinct maximum has

developed at radius five near the 350 mb level.

By 00 GMT 28 January, the system is near maturity.

The inflow region has grown rapidly (Fig. 25a) in both th?

vert cal and hcrizontal. A sacondary maximum centered near

the 800 mb level at radius five has formed. The LND has

increased to 450 mb, which is some 300 mb higher than 12 h

earlier. The divergence at the outer radii has diminished

in area and magnitude, however, the divergence maximum cen-

tred near 350 mb has intensified. By 12 GMT 28 January,

the polar low is fully mature, and a basic two-layer

circulaticn pattern is seen in Fig. 25b.
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2. _. jjal _sam lr__2_.

Area-averaged vertical motion (Diega) fields for th

12 GMT 26 January to 12 GMT 29 January period are presented

in Figs. 26-28. These vertical motion fields are a direct

response to the strong lateral mass transports in ths lower

and upper troposphere as described in the previous section.

The area-averaged omega fields in Fig. 26 are derived from

conservation of mass with boundary conditions of zero ver-

cal motion at the surface and at the top of the volume (100

mb). The kinematic method is used to produce -he area-

averaged omega fields illustrated in Fig. 27 and the ECMWF

analysis area-averaged omegas fields are presented in Fig.

28. Although produced by different methods, the basic pat-

tarns presented in these figures at both the inner and outer

radii are remarkably similar. All figures depict a deep

organized layer of upward vertical motio at the inner :adii

throughout the analysis period, and a much weaker and less

organized pattern at cuter radii.

The maximam upward vertical motion at the inner

radius occurs in each method in the 12 GMlT 27 January

through 00 GMT 28 January time frame. rhere are, however,

notable differences ir the heights of -:hess ataxima and the
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depth of the organize.d layer of upward vertical motion a-

this inner radius. The QLD produced area-averaged omega

field (pig. 26) indicates a vertical v3locity maximum near

400 ub. The ECMWF omegas (Fig. 28) have the vertical veloc-

ity maximum centered at 500 mb, whereas the kinematic omega

(Fig. 27) maximum is in the 700 to 500 ab layer. The top of

upward motion region calculated by the mass budget method

(Fig. 26) extends considerably higher than for the other

methods, and reaches the top of the budget volume by Ihe end

of the analysis period.

A much weaker and less organized vertical motion

pattern is observed within radius eight in Figs. 26b, 27b

and 28b. The ECMWF vertical velocities are the we:-kest of

the omega fields at this radius. The QLD and kinematic

area-averaged cmega _elds reveal an appreciable downward

vertical moticn during the early tims periols, as is esps-

cially evident in the kinematiC fields. In the eArly 4ime

periods strong subsidence in the middle troposphere associ-

ated with the cold air advection to the vest of the develop-

ing polar low is creating a complex pattern in the

area-averaged omega field. This pattera rapresents the com-

bined influences of the polar low an! the following
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anticyclone. This complex pattern chaa;.s significaptly as

the system undergoes horizontal expansion in time and ths

inner processes associated with cyclogenesis becom? dominant

in the larger volume.

B. STABILITY ANALYSIS

*-As described in chapter IV, cold dry air flows south and

southeast across the Greenland ice cap and over the rela-

tively warm waters of the eastern North Atlantic Ocean ani

Denmark Strait during the early development of the polar

low. Surface observations from Prince Christian Sound and

Tingmiarmu!t, located in extreme south and southeastern

Greenland, respectively, quantitatively reflect the atmos-

pheric properties of this air mass. At 12 GMT 26 January,

Prince Christian Sound is reporting temperatures of -3 C, a

dew point of -6 0 C and west-northwest winds at 9 m/s. Simi-

lar Tingmiarmunt reports are -4 0 C, -Io0 c and west-northwest

winds at 5 m/s. Sea-surface temperatures (SSr) p-ovided in

Fig. 8 indicate that the air mass is translating over SSTs

of approximately 4 to 6 C. This corresponds to a difference

between the air and ocean temperatures of 8 to 10 OZ (14 to

1807)4
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This observed air-sea temperatures and the Subsr-qugen-

:apid intensification 3f the polar low are consi-s+ter-. with

Pyke (1965), who sugg ests that very intense ocsanic

cyclogenesis occurs near ice-sea boundaries where thea plane-

A tary boundary layer is far fr~m equilibriux with ocean sur-

face conditions. Although this imbalance occurs frsquently

during cold air outbreaks over the Teastern !Tcr.,h Alni

ocean, the rapid intensification of polar lows is quite

infrequent. To gain further insight 3a the role of static

stability in the formation of the polar low, the temporal

* variations in static stability are examined and compared to

those obtained from other stulies. Alditionally, area-

averaged potential temperatures fields and their tsmporal

variations will be analyzed.

Variat-ions in. static stability are directly propor-

ttional to the change in pctential temperature between p:es-

sure levels. Following Sandgathe (1981), tha temporal

variations in static stability are obtained by simply sub-

tracting the 1000 ub potential temparazura from that at 500

ab and dividing by the pressure difference. The computed

values serve as a stability index, with higher values
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reflecting higher stabilities. Values in Fig. 29 are pro-

duced utilizing QLD area-averaged potential tempe.ratures at

radii four and eight.

A destabilizing trend of the 1000-500 mb layer is

immediately noticable in Fig. 29 from 12 GMT 26 January

through 00 GMT 29 January. This trend spans the development

and mature stages of the polar low. The initial stability

decreases are approximately 0.8 OK per 100 mb from 12 GMT 26

January to 00 GHr 27 January, during which a definite

cyclonic circulation evolved. This decrease in stability

prior to rapid deepening is consistent with numerical simu-

lations by Sandgathe (1981), but is lass than half of the

initial decrease found by Roman (1981) in his investigation

of the President's Day storm. In Calland's (1983) western

Pacific Ocean cyclone, initial destabilization was also

present prior to maximum deepening. The static stabilities

of these three studies were considerably higher throughout

the evolution of the storms compared to the stabilit:eis in

the polar low. For example, minimum stability indic9s of 5

and 4.4 OX per 100 mb were computed for the President's Day

storm and the western Pacific ocean cyclone, respectively.

The maximum observed stability index for the polar low was
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4.8 OK per 100 ab occurring prior to the initial destabili-

zation, and the minimum value was 2.1 OK per 100 mb.

The very low stability indices from 00 GMT 28 Janu-

ary through 00 GMT 29 January were explored further ,Ising a

skew T, log P diagram. Tke area-averagal potential tempera-

ture at 1000 mb at radius four at 12 Gar 28 January is 277

K. Additionally, inalysis of P3GE moisture fields indicates

near saturation in the lower troposphere. Lifting this par-

cal moist adiabatically yields a temperature at 500 mb which

is 10.7 OK higher than if the parcel is lifted dry adiabati-

cally. This moist adiabatic process zorresponds to a sta-

bility index of 2.1 OK per 100 ab, whereas the observed

stability index was 2.4. At 00 GET 29 January a stability

index of 2.3 is obtained based on a moist adiabatic process

compared to an observed value of 2.1 0 K per 100mb. This

suggests that lap-e rates approach mois-t adiabatic it 12 GMT

28 January and actually become conditionally stable by 00

GeT 29 January.

At 00 GMT 29 January, the system has moved over

Northern Ireland with a large portion of the budget volume

over land. A sharp stability increase of 1.2 OK per 100 mb

is shown in Fig. 29 from 00 GMT 29 to 12 GMT 29 January.
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ThA storm's landfall and consequent sharp riss in stability

is associated with a period of very rapid d.cay, as

described in chapter IV.

2. potential IiiaAtr

To complete the stability analysis, QLD-produced

area-avaaged potential temperature fields were axained.

Fig. 30 illustrates the temporal variitions in potan-ial

temperatures at radius four and eight. Isentropes for both

the inner and cuter radius show cooling in the lower tropo-

sphere during the development stage of the cyclone. This

cooling is also apparent in the middle troposphere, espe-

cially at the inner radius. This incursion of cold air into

the budget volumes correlates well with tho strong low-level

t9mperature advection processes described in chapter IV.

After 12 GMT 27 January, warming is observed in the lower

troposphere. This warming of the lower troposphere is a

destabilizing effect, and results from significant sensible

heat transfer from the ocean to the ataosphere as the air

flows southward over higher sea surface temperatures. Some

warming occurs in the middle troposphere, and can be associ-

ated with the latent heat release due to convective activ-

ity. The warming in the middle troposphere is small
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zompared to the marked warming of the ! ower levels, wh'ch

indicates that the destabilizing effect of the sensible heat

transfer is larger than the stabilizing effect of la-ent

• . . heat release in the middle troposph-re.

Fig. 30 also illustrates the hyiros-ati: _-sponse of

,i;h? tropopause to the temporal variations of h-ating anI

cooling in the lower troposphere. Th3 tropo.aus . i in,i-

cated by the region of tight packing of the ispntropes in

the vertical. At 12 GMT 26 January the tzooopause -s at 275

mb at both the inner and outer radius with :emperatures near

315 OK at that level. At 12 GMT 28 January the polar low is

- mature and cold-core, and the tropopause lowers to 450 mb

and at 295 0 K.

C. SUMMARY

To summarize the mass budget and stability analysis, the

following results are presented:

* The area-averaged thickness of the converg-ncs layerincreases in depth during explosive developmnt. Th q
low-level convergence layer is csnte=red near 925 mb,
and is shallow compared to the larg-z vsrtizal extent
of the upper-level divergence;

* The incipient lw is small in horizontal scale, and
undergoes areal expansion concurrent with rapid
develcpment;

a Mass budget, kinematic and EC.'WF omega fields reflect
similarities in magnitude and pattern, howeper, each
method produces velocity maxima at differ-nt !evqls.
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. Area-averaged oqmga fielI3 at radAis eight du_-ing -he
early time periods are itfluenced by a combini-4in of
the polar low and adjacent arnicyc onecs. The i* -
rocesses associatead with cyclogiaesis domina - : s-hs

later time periods;

A & difference of 8 to 10 C between air and ocean temD-
eratures is observed during the early Aevelopment;

a A destabilizeion trend is apparant th-cu hout the
development and mature stages. D-szabilization of thilow .r troposphere prior to ranid developms.nt is consis-
tent with num.ricall studis by Sanigathe (1981);

Static stabilities are significantly lcwer throughou:.
the ltfe cf the polar low as compart tohose observs.
in similar studies on mildle la-itude rapid oceanic
cyclogenesis. Lapse rates become c-onditionally stableduring the mature stage;

Isentropes in the lower and middle troposphere iniicat _

cooling during the early development stage, and apors-
ciable warming with the ap roach of the matur= stage.
The cooling period is due to strong thermal advec-ive
processes. rhe warming at the 13wer levels can be
attributed to sensible heat qain from the ocsan as the
polar low has moved southeas ward over higher SSTs, and
the warming at the middle levels cia be associated with
the latent heat release due to convective activity.
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VII. VORTICITY BDGET ANASIS

A. GENERAL

Quasi - Lagr angian diagnostic absolute vorticity budget

analyses were performed using PFGE ECMWF lata fields from 12

GMT 26 January and continued in 12-h increments -h_-cugh 12

GMT 29 January. ]he results of this analysis are presented

in this chapter and include comprehensive discussions on the

principal contributing terms of the partitoned vorticity

budget equation presented in Table V, section B.

Vorticity budget results a.re illustrated using vertical

time sections supplemented by selected vertical profiles.

Budget volume radii are identical to those used in the mass

budget analysis, with radius four and radius eight repre-

senting the inner and outer -adius rsspectively. Time peri-

ols denoted in the time sections refer tc 12-h p;eriods

between synoptic times. Units and contoar intervals for all

time sections are identical for ease of inter-compazison and

interpretation.
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B. TIME TENDENCY

The increase in absolute vorticity in the inn-r b'idgq-

volume during a period of explosive deepening is -l1ust: te-

by vertical profiles in Fig. 31. At 12 GMT 26 January,

absolute vorticity values are largest in the lowe- levels of

the troposphere and decrease steadily with increasing height

to 450 2b. This profile reflects the initial trough!ng at

the surface and the weak ridging aloft, as seen in Fig. 6.

During the following 48 h the polar low moves t- the south

and southeast which results in a loss of planstary

vorticity. Despite this negative contribution, a signifi-

cant increase in absolute vortic-ity is observed through the

column during this time interval. At 12 GMT 27 January, ths

largest values are still in the lower levels. However, the

largest gains during the preceding 24 a are found in the

middle and upper levels (600-200 mb). Sharp increases in

absolute vorticity at these levels continues during the next

24 h, and by 12 GHT 28 January, the maximum values within

the inner budget volume are centered near 300 mb.

A vertical time section (Fig. 32) provides a similar

perspective of the rapid increases of absolute vorticity

within the inner and outer budget voluma. Examinattion of
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Figs. 32a and 32b indicates that the larger gains i r abso-

lute vorticity occur at the radius four. Additionally,

gains at the radius eight are slower to evolve, and th- max-

imum vor ticities occur at later time periods. Steady

increases in absolute vorticity in the inner budget volume

are observed from 12 GMT 26 January to 00 GMT 28 January.

The largest rate of increase appears to be cente-ed on 12

GST 27 January in the 450 to 900 mb layer, which correlates

well temporally to the approach of the mature stage of the

polar low. After 12 GHT 28 January slow decreases in abso-

lute vorticity are noticeable as the system decays.

The time rate of change of the cyclone's absolute

vorticity within the inner and outer bulget volumes is pre-

sented in Figs. 33a and 33b. The same vorticity change

features discussed above are found in the tandeacy time sec-

tions. At radius four, a distinct maxiaam is pres.nt at the

275 ub level in the 2706 GMT period. This maximum suggests

strong upper-level forcing during the levelopment stage ,

and is consistent with the sharp increases in absolute

vorticity observed in Figs. 31 and 32. The time tendency

reverses sign after the 2806 GMT time period, which reflects

the decay of the storm in time. This negative tendency
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appears first in the lower tropospheri -lue to fricticnal

effects, and occurs 12 h later thrcughout the remainirg tr=o-

posphere. A small dacrease maximum is see9n centered near

the 925 ub level duing the 2818 GMT period.

C. LATERAL TRANSPORT

The total lateral transport of absolute vortIrity ~R--t'

inner radius is presented In Fig. 34a. The maximum posi-

4tive conatribution is centered at the 925 mb level a r. d

increases in time through the mature stage at 00 G.!IT 28 Jan-

uary. Beyond the mature stags, an abatement of absolute

vorticity transport occurs within this iayar as -.ha system

decays. A secondary maxima occurs between 450 and 600 !Ub

during the rapid development period. Both maxima cozrlats

temporally with the mature stage of the polar low. At the

outer radius (Fig. 34~b), inward transport supports the

cyclones Vorticity increase, however, this t:ransport is

weak and occurs at later time periods when the inner

circulation has already begun to decay.

The total lateral transport, as described in chapter V,

can be partitioned into mean and eddy modes. Ricall that

the mean mode represents the transport of absolute vorticity

by the irrotational part off the wind, and transport into the
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budget volume is associated with the mean convergert flcw.

The eddy mode represents transport of absolute vo-ticity

into the budget volume by the covariances of inflow/outflow

and vorticity deviations, and arises from asymmetzies in the

flow about the cyclone.

The separate contributions of the mean and eddy modes to

the total lateral transport during a period of rapid inten-

sification are illustrated in Fig. 35. In the lower levals,

the total lateral and mean mode transport curves are quits

similar, both in trend and magnitude. Above 800 ab, the

total lateral transport is the difffereace between the large

negative mean mode and the even larger positive eddy mode.

In a similar study of rapid intensification of a western

Pacific Ocean cyclone, Calland (1983) also fcund that ths

mean mode dominates ths lateral transport below 80 mb, and

that significant positive eddy mode and naganive mean mode

contributions are observed in the upper levels. However,

the total lateral transport in the upper levels in the west-

ern Pacific Ocean cyclone correlates well to mean mod.

transport, whereas the lateral transport for the polar low

correlates more closely with the eddy mode zransport.
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Alternatively, the total lateral transport of absolut?

vorticity into/out of the budget volume can be separatel

into lateral divergence and advection cospon.nts, which are

similar to the mean and eddy modes, respectively. This pro-

cedure provides a more traditional vorticity equation view-

point of the physical processes involved in the rapid

davelopment of the polar low. The following subsection will

explore and contrast these separate contributions and relate

them to synoptic stale features when appropriate.

The vertical-time section illustrating the temporal

and spatial variations in the mean mode lateral transport of

absolute vorticity is presented in Fig. 36. At radius four

(Fig. 36a), a maximum contribution of ibsoluts vorticity is

seen. at low levels, which is coincident teporally and spa-

tially with th;. low-level maxima seen in -he to-al lateral

transport (Fig. 34 a) . Values of the low-level maxima for

the mean mode are slightly higher than those observed for

the total lateral transport. It follows that the eddy mode

contribution must be slightly negative in the lowlr levels.

This suggests that the primary, if not s3ie, contributor to

the absolute vorticity build-up from lateral transport into
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the lower tropcsphzre arises from the mean cyclonic conver-

gent flow. In the middle and upper troposphere, a loss of

absolute vorticity is observed. A broad minimum is centsrel

between 275 and 350 mb, and occurs at the same time periods

as the positive maximum which it overlies. At raiius eight

(Fig. 36b), there ire similar, but weaker contributions, and

the maxima/minima are found at later tiaes.

The lateral divergence componlnt representing the

inner radius is presented in Fig. 37a. This illustration

depicts a basic tw-layer regime with a broad region of div-

ergence overlying a relatively strong convergenc, region.

The upper-level outflow and the low-level inflow maxima are

both temporally situated between the 2706 GMT and the 2806

GMT time periods, and are spatially located between the 275

to 350 ub levels and at the 925 mb level, respectively.

These features reflect strong similarities to the hcrizontal

mass fluxes within the inner budget volume described in

chapter VI (Pig. 23a). The lateral divergence component at

radius eight (Fig. 37b) reveals a similar structure to that

seen at the inner radius, although the magnitunes of thq

divergence and convergence are much weaker. A weak diver-

gence pattern overlies a convergence region throughout the
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time periods. The convergence region st.engthens during :he

later time periods but the values are mucd smaller than in

the strong, well-organized convergence layer of tha inner

budget volume. The tsmpcral and spatial gain in absoluse

vorticity through 2806 GMT in the lower troposphers is con-

sistent with the positive mass fluxes at the outer radius

(Fig. 23b) during the same time periods. This svolu-tion is

another indication of the initially small areal scals of -the

polar low and its areal expansion zoncurrent with the

explosive development.

Comparison of the lateral divergence (Fig. 37) and

the mean mode (Fig. 36) reveals strong similarities tempo-

rally, spatially and in magnitudes. Thasa periods of dis-

tinct inflcw of absolute vorticity in the lower !Rvels and

corresponding outflow aloft coincide with rapid pressure

falls and increased circulation, as lesaribed in chapter IV.

2. E!Lay Nod LLj trlj deci

The eddy mode contribution to the total lateral

transport is preseated in Fig. 38. As in previous budget

analysis illustrations, it is clear that the inner radius

(Fig. 38a) budget reflects the dynamics and physical

processes involved in the rapid cyclogenesis, and that -these
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processes at the outer radius (Fig. 38b) are dis-ortl due

to the incorpcration of adjacent synoptic scale fea-,ures

into the outer budget volume. This oczurs because of the

small horizontal scale of the polar low.

At radius four (Fig. 38a) there is a slightly neg-

ative contribution from the eddy mode in the lower tropo-

sphere. However, in the upper troposphere thera is a strong

positive maximum centered near 350 mb, especially between

the 2706 and 2718 periods. This corresponds to the time

periods of a jet streak incursion into the budget volume, as

described in Chaptar IV and amplified in Appendix B. Addi-

tionally, the largest SLP falls and circulation increases

are observed during this time interval. Beyond this time

the eddy moda contribution aloft diminished with time, and

the polar low began to decay.

The presen-e of an eddy mode maximum in the upper

layers, and its temporal relationship to periods of rapid

SLP falls and vigorous increases in surface cyclonic

circulation, closely agree with similar findings by Calland

(1983) in his study of a rapid cyclogenesis in the western

Pacific Ocean. gash (1978) emphasizes the significant role

of eddy mode transports in cyclogenesis, and suggested that
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poor Limited Fine Mesh (LFM) forecasts of Several midwss

cyclones resulted from an inability to resolve accuiratel.y

the eddy mode transports in the model.

The lateral advection of abso'lute vor--ici.ty for both

the inner and cuter budget volumes (Fig. 39) Show stri4king

similarities to the eddy mode transport (Fig. 38) . At tho

inner radius (Fig. 39a) , -a maxzimum in positi-ve vo:4!ic!.ty

advection (PVA) is temporally and spat4illy coincident wvt-h

the maximum seen it the eddy mode tr.ansport (FIg. 38a) in

the upper troposphere. Additionally, coacentric values seen

around these maxima arm almost identical in magnitude. This

shows that the upper-level PTA results from advection of the

cyclonic shear polevard of the let strakt, and that the jq.t

streak incursion iato the inner budget volume is the domi-

nant contributor to upper-level absolute vorticity

increases. In the lower troposphere, both the lar.eral

advection and eddy mode transports reflect negative

vorticity advection (NTA) .

D. VERTICAL REDISTRISUTION

As presented in the previous sectioa, significant abso-

lute vorticity increases observed in the lover troposphere

0 ~can be attributed to the mean cyclonic aonverg,?nt flow.
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SiL4larly, strong increases in absolute vortici- a- th

upper levels can be attributed to the incursion of a jet

streak into the budget volume. This section will exolora

the role of vertical redistribution of absolute v.rticity

from the lower and upper levels of the troposphere into thq

middle levels, where the larger gains are observed durin.r

rapid intensification (Fig. 31).

The vertical redistribution of absolute vortici-y is

represented in the partitioned form of the vorticity aqua-

tion (Table V, section B) by the divergence of the vertical

transport. The divergence of the vertical transport is a

vertical derivative of the transport between pressure lv-

els, which was computed using the kinematic vertic-l veloci-

ties. The vertical-time section of the divergence of the

vertical transport is presented in Fig. 40. At the inner

radius (Fig. 4Oa), a two-layer circulation is depicted with

strong transport of absolute vorticity from the lower levels

into the middle and upper troposphere. A maximum region of

divergence of the vertical transport oczcrs between the 2718

and 2806 GET time interval, and is spatially centered at the

925 mb level. This maxima naturally correlates well with

the period of maximum vertical velocities illustrated in
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Fig. 27. Convergence of abs-3lute vorticity is nc.icd in

the middle and upper levels throughout the time scticn with

a maximum located at the 350 mb level luring the 2806 G&iT

period.

At the outer radius (Fig. 4 Ob) a more complex pattern

is seen. It is apparent that adjacent synoptic featurs

dominate the larger volume until the 2718 GMT period. After

this time period, an upward transport :f absoluts vorticity

from the love- levels to the middle troposphare is observed.

The values at this outer radius are significantly smaller

than those observed at the inner radius, and occur at later

time periods.

As was the case with the lateral transport +z.zms, the

divergence of the vertical transport can be partitioned into

the more traditional vartical advection and divergence com-

ponents. The vertical divergence component is the n-gativs

of the divergence Lomponent of the lateral transport so they

cancel. The spatial and temporal variations in the vertical

divergence component are presented in Fig. 41. A cursory

inspection of Figs. 40 and 41 indicates that the vertical

divergence component is the principal contributor to the

divergence of the vertical transport, and this shows that
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vertical advection of absolu-e vorticity plays a :.Lat-vily

unimportant role. Examination of the vsrtical alv-ction

component (Fig. 42) at the inner radius markedly refiec-s

this insignificant contribution to zyclone dve!_epmr.n-.

Values in the outer volume were too small for graphical

depiction. This dominance of the vertical divergence compo-

nent in the vertical redistribution of absolute vorticity,

and the relatively insignificant role of vertical advection,

agree with findings by Calland (1983) in his study of a

westerr Pacific Ocean cyclone.

E. SOURCES AND SINKS

In the partitioned form of the vorticity budget equation

(Table V, section B), the source/sink P=rm is comprised of

the horizontal divergence, tilting and friction terms. The

hurizontal divergence and tilting terms can be sources or

sinks of vorticity, and the friction zerm is only a sink.

Holton (1979) states that the generation of absolute

vorticity by horizontal divergence is the fluid analog of

the change in angular velocity, which -sults from a change

in the moment of iaertia when angular moientum is conserved.

If postive horizontal divergence exists and circulazlion :.s

conserved, the area enclosed by the parc.l will increase and
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the absolute vortity must de::rease. Similarly, i eir

of horizontal convergence will gen~erate absolute ::cv

when circulation is conserved. Addition ally, HoIltor, amtrl-

butes the vsrtical vorticity generation to the t.J.Iltin ag o f

horizontally oriented components of vortici-ty by a ncn-

uniform vertical mo)tion fiald.

The horizontal divergence referred to within this sec-

tion is Identical to the divergence component of t_'ie lataral

transport of absolute vorticity previously discussed (Fig.

37). A region of strong convergence is seen in the lowsr

levels at radius four (Fig. 37a), and reflects sign-Ificant

cyclonic vorticity generation within tha lower troposphers.

Similarly, -:he broad divergence region Centared at the 350

mb level contributes tosignificant negative vorticaity ten-

d'ancies aloft. The maxima in low-level vorticity generation

is temporally centered near the 2718 G,%IT time perio-d, how-

ever, the maximum contrIbution to upper-level vo:-ticity

decreases occurs liter during the 2806 M! pe'-4od. Similar,

but weaker patterns exist at the outer radius (Fig. 37b),~

and occur at later time periods.

Vertical vortioity generation due to the tilting term

(Fig. 43) plays an unimportant role in the cyclonq
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development. Only small losses of absolute vor-ici-y at

radius four are noticed in the middle troposphere (600 mb)

between the 2706 and 2718 GMT periods. Values for the tilt-

ing term observed at the outer radius are negliblz., and an

illustration is not included.

The negative contribution, or sink of absoluta vo_-.icity

within the budget volume, lue to friction is calculated

using a stability independent parameterization (Johnson and

Downey, 1976). This dissipation of absolute vorticity

within the lower layer of the troposphere is illustrated in

Fig. 44. The influence of friction is confined to the layer

below 775 ub, and is a more dominant feature at the inner

volume (Fig. 4a) than at the outer volkaie (Fig. 44b). A

maximum in frictional dissipation is observed at the 925 mb

level, and occurs between the 2806 and 2818 GMT pariods.

Temporally, this zorrespcnds to the b-;i.ning of the dqcay

cycle of the polar low and subsequent rises in central

pr es sur es.

The frictional dissipation of absolute vorticity has a

severe retarding effect on the lateral transport processes

in the lower troposphere. For example, the total lateral

transport (Fig. 34&) between 2718 and 2806 GMT has a maximum
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value of 12 X 10"10 s "2 centered at 925 ub. The frictional

dissipation (Fig. 44a) calculated for the same -im. period
and level is approximately 10 X 1010 "2 .  Subtraction of

these opposing tendencies yields a net effective lateral

transport of only 2 X 10"10 s "2 . therefor. frictional

effects in the lower levels clearly negate to a considerable

degree the otherwise quite significant :ontribution of the

lateral transport of absolute vorticity. The frictional

effects in the midile and upper troposphere, however, are

insufficient to offset the vorticity g.nerating mechanisms,

and allows more rapid increases in absolute vorticity at

these levels.

F. RESIDUALS

Vorticity budget residuals arise from interpolation and

truncation errors, as well as from unr-solved physical

processes not incorporated into the vorticity budget equa-

tion. The residuals serve to measure the in-egity of the

vorticity budget calculations. Positive residuals indicat.e

a vorticity excess, or vorticity that is not accounted for

by the calculations with the present data set and this for-

mulation of the physical processes (e.g. the parameteriza-

tion of the frictional processes). Similarly, negative
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values indicate smaller values of absolute vorticity than

computed.

At radius four (Fig. 45a), a complex pattern of residu-

als is illustrated. In the upper levels, a dual-center max-

ima is located near the 250 2b level. A similar pattern in

the upper troposphere was calculated by Calland (1983)

during a period of rapid intensification of a western

Pacific Ocean cyzlone. Calland suggested that thess

excesses are the result of improper representation of

intense mesoscale convective activity, and a subsequent

underestimation of vartical redist-ibuti~n processes. It

must be noted that it is extremely diffizult to isolate spe-

cific causes for the res±duals within the budget volum.

However, misrepresentation of mesoscala convective activity

remains a plausible explanation fo- the vorticity excesses

observed in the upper troposphere and the deficits observed

at middle levels. No appreciable resiluals are observed at

the outer radius (Fig. 45b).

Go SUMMARY

The purpose of this section is to inter-elate many of

the processes discusses in the previous sections. The sum-

marize the vorticity budget, the fol.owing results are

noted:
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0 The9 mean convergent flow (mean mode) dominates the
total lateral trans port below 800 mb. Eoweverr this

* ~low-level lateral t ransport of absolute vort2cty
nearly offset by frictional dissipation of vorticiky;

* Significant lower tropospheric absolute vorticity
icreases were- show -to occur primarily .Orom the source

di. vergence term; Iahd

0 The vertical divergence component of the vertical
transport is thltprimarytmechanism in the transport of
absolute vorti.c .ty from th lower levals zc the middle
and upper levels.

.giu; tyoposph-

0 The most rapi increases in absolute vorticity occur at
2706 GAT in thq 250 to 300 ub layer, whi ch correlates
veil to a period4 of rapid surface Pressure falls and
vigorous circulation increases;

0 Eddy mode trans port and PVA transport compoaents are
the dominant contributors of absolute vortic4*y in the
upper levels, and are associated with the incursion of
a St streak into the budget volume;

a Upper tropospheric increases in absolute vorticity due
to . srsl propa catioa into the budget vol~ume ard
vorer*: redistrib tion processes offset the strongly
negati~ve contributions of apper level divergence;

* The largest surfacelpressure falls and circulation
increaseq are temoorall coincident with the occurrpnce
of the eddy mode ind PTA maximum; iad '

0 The eddy mode aad PTA contributilor. aloft diminishes
with occlusion and the polar lo'w begins to filand
decay.
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Dynamical and physical processes involved in a rapid

intensificaticn cf a polar low vere investigated using qua-

si-Lagrangian diagnostic techniques. Specifically, mass and

absolute vorticity budgets were calculated fo- a North

atlantic polar low utilizing ECHMF FGGE level 11-b data

fields. Significant budget features were examin-d and

correlated to observed synoptic patterns.

The following key results are presente :

" The incipient cyclone develops within a low 1vel baro-
clinic zone overlying a sea-surfaca temperatue uradi-
eat. No appreciable mid-level Positive vorticiry
advoction was observed;

" Initial destabilization of the lower troposphere pre-
cednv repd inte nsification iq attributed to strqn
low 1 ve" av action of cold air over relatively hig?
sea surface temperatures. The resulting low static
stabilities and nhanced low-level baroclinity sup-o_
a shift of maximum growth rate to shorter wavele.ngths,
as prescribed in theory.

* The polar low is initially small in horizontal scale,
_nd undergoes areal expansion concurrent wi-th rapid
developmen ;

* Rapid surface pressure falls and vigorous circulation
increases c rre ate well with th. observed maxima in
low level inward mass transport and upper level mass
outflow;

" Mean convergent flow dominates the total lateral trans-
port of absolute vorticity below 8) mb however, fric-
tional forces seriously r-tard this contribution. The
more signif4 ant gains in low level absolute vort.city
occur primarily from the divergence source term;

= The most rapid observed surface pressure falls and
circulation increases are coincident temporally with
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the incursion of the forward divergenca gua --. t C% 41
jet streak into the budget volume. This funda-.nta!
contribution of shear vortictv, combined with verticai
redistribution of absclute vor t-city from lower !..ls,
offsets the strong upper level losses due ta diver-

"" gence; and

An oscillatory temperature pattern with s pUZ..6US WaZM-
in and cooling regions below 350 mb in the 36 and 18
GBT ECKUF aniaysis was discove~ed.

Recommendations for further research:

0 Further efforts should be made to isolate the diabatic
heating contributions such as sensible heat fluxae
through the air-sea interface and latent heat releas-
due to convect.on;

* A broad climatological stud! should be conducted to
gain more conclusive correlations be:een je- s-reak
superpositioning and rapid maritime cyclogen-sis; and

a An in-depth investigation should be conducted into the
oscillatory nraturg of the ECMWF FGGE tempaaturs analy-
sis.
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APPEDIX A

FGGE DATA RELIABILITY

major inconsistencies discovered in the 06 and 18 GMT

ECKIP FGGE temperature fields precluded efforts to study the

evolving cyclone in 6 h time increments. Th;.refor, QLD

mass and vorticity budget analyses (Chapters VI and VII), as

well as synoptic illustrations referent:ed in Chapter IV,

were prepared utilizing only the 00 and 12 GIT FGGE data

fields. These data were found to be suitable for this

research effort, and no major discrepancias vera noted.

The 06 and 18 GMT data problem was firs- discovered

during analysis of the 6-h area-averagal poten-.!al -espera-

turas (Fig. 46). Notice the oscillatory patterns of warming

and cooling below 350 2b, especially at the inner radius

(Fig. 46a). Fcllcving the inner volume 275 and 280 0K isen-

trcpes would suggest spurious warming at 2706, 2718 and 2818

GMT interdispersed with periods of rapid oolinq at 2806 an4

2906 GMT. Other inconsistencies are seen throuahout the

inner volume time section, but perhaps the most glaring .9vi-

dence of erroneous temperazure lata is suggested by the sud-

den warming near the 450 mb level at 2906 G.AT. Simila-
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wavelike patterns of warming and cooling are seen in thi

outer volume (Fig. 46b), and are particularly evident in the

temporal variations of the 275 and 295 OK isentropes. Thare

are no plausible physical explanations for these urlula-ing

thermal tendencies from the synoptic patterns.

It follows that the 06 and 18 GMT data problem will also

lead to a misrepresentation of stabili.ty tendencies. This

misrepresentation is clear when comparing the 6-h stability

trace (Fig. 47) to the 12-h traze (Fig. 29). The 6-h trace

suggests a marked stabilization from 33 GMT to 06 GMT 28

January, followel by an equally strong destabilization

period over the next 6 h. Similarly, an anomalous pattern

of rapid stabilization and destabilization is suggested

during the 00 to 12 GMT 29 January pariol.

These problems encoantered with the D6 and 18 GMT data

prompted the decision to employ a 12-h time increment for

budget analyses, thereby eliminating the 06 and1 18 GMT data

fields from the budget calculations. However, a 6-h

vorticity budget was run tc document the impact of thq erro-

neous data on budet formulations. Comparison of the 6-h

absolute vorticity time tendency (Fig. 48a) to the 12-h time

tendency (Fig. 33) reveals some similaritias, but -:he trends
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that are eveident in the 12-h plots are obscured by -ths

oscillatory components in the 6-h plots. The incorporation

of the 06 and 18 G4T data into budget ralcula-tions has cre-

ated a checkerboard pattern of absolute vorzicity gains

(maxima) and losses (miniaa) in the 6-h time tendency. This

pattern by no means accurately describes the volumetric

gains/losses of absolute vorticity expected in this study of

a rapid cyclogenesis. Similarly, an oscillatory pattern is

observed in the 6-h budget residuals (Fig. 48b), where

alternating periods of vorticity excesses and deficits are

seen throughout the time section. A residua]l patte-n such

as this in the bulge: calculations and analyses has little

credibility.

A brief investigation was conducted to deteruine a pos-

sible cause of the temperature bias at 36 ald 18 GHT. Thereq

are few temperature observations in the .lower and ti4dle

levels of the troposphere due to the folloving:

0 No ravinsonde soundings* which aze/only released at 00
and 12 GHT;

a Lack of aircraft reports, since aitaraft normally tran-
sit the North Atlan ic at such higher altitudes; ani

* Temperature soundings from polar orb!iting satellites
are sparse and intermittent.
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Thsrefore, only a few te-peraturs obsezvations are availab1a

in the lower and middla tropospharg as iaput to adjust the

first guess from the model. Calland (1983) &:, Paegle

(1983) have also documented a FIGE temperature bias, and ald

support to the 06 and 18 GMT temperattre inconsistencies

sncountered in this study.
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APPENDI X B

JET STREAK INTERACTION

As described in Chapter VII, an i.er volume maximum in

eldy mode transport (Fig. 38a) occurs in the 250 to 300 mb

layer, and correlates well to rapid surface pressurs falls

and vigorous circulation increases. A.ditionally, the eddy

mode transport ani the vertical redistribution processes

offset the strongly negative contributions from upper levsl

divergence, and thereby enhance the development of the polar

low. To further investigate the fundamental =ole of upper-

level forcing, a lore detailed analysis of the 300 mb winds

and isotachs was performed. Special attention is given =o

the superposit ioning of the jqt st.reak features n r.la-.ion

to the evolving polar low.

At 12 GMT 26 January, the polar low is a shallow depres-

sion located immediately to the southwa3t of Iceland (Fig.

6c). Analysis of 300 ab winds and isotaihs (Fig. 49a) indi-

cates straight, northwesterly flow over the incipient

cyclone, and a 43 a/s jet streak upstream across western

Greenland. By 18 38T 26 January (Fig. 49b) the leading edgg

of this jet streak extends to the southeast coast of
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Greenland, and a decrease in horizontal listaanne betwF.en the

surface low and the jet streak is notics.i. This approach of

the upper level jet streak is also reflected :n significant

increases in eddy mode transport (Fig. 38a). During the

next 6 h, the jet streak continues to propagate downstream,

and by 00 GMT 27 January (Fig. 50a) the maximum is over the

east coast of Greenland.

During the period frcm 12 GMT 26 January to 00 GIST 27

January, the surface low has evolved a closed circulation,

and has experienced a 11 mb decrease in central pressure

(Fig. I0c). The ensuing 12-h time period marks the most

dramatic central pressure falls (15 mb) and circulation

increases. Additionally, a maximum in positive vorticity

tendency occurs in the 250 to 300 mb layer (Fig. 33a) during

this time interval. This can be explained by the rapid

approach of the jet streak and, consequently, a s-ror.g eddy

mods transport of absolute vorticity in the uppsr !svel.s.

By 06 GET 27 January (Fig. 50b) the jet streak has continued

to propagate rapidly to the south- southeast with the polar

low located below the left front quadrant of the jet streak

at this tine. The strong cyclonic shear and diverg-nce

associated with this quadrant enhances mass coper sat on
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(increased vertical velocities) from lower levels, which -s

consistent with the surface prassurg falls. 3y 12 GIT 27

January (Fig. 51a) the strong polar low has moved in a more

easterly direction away from the jet streak, howevar, sub-

stantial upper level cyclcnic shear aloft is still observed.

By 18 GMT 27 January (Fig. 51b), the polar low has con-

tinued to move to the east. The polar low is occluding at

upper levels and the corresponding abat-m-nt in sddy mode

transport of absolute vorticilty into the uppe_ troposphere

(Fig. 38a) is observed beyod this tile. The pola - low

4matures tnd becomes vertically stacked (Figs. 15 and 52a) by

00 GMT 28 January. Beyond this time period (Fig. 52b), the

polar low drifts tu the east and begins to decay.

'i8
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APPENDIX C

TABLES

TABLE I

Fields Archived in the ECt WF Level III-b Data. Set

(From Bengsston, 1982)

Z u V T W RH

10mb x x x x x

20mb x x x xx

30mb x x x x x

a50mb x x x K x

70mb x x x x x

100mb z x x x x

150mb x x x x x

200mb x x x xx

250mb x x x x x

300mb x x x x x

400mb x X K x x X

500mb x x x x x

700mb x x x K K I

850mb K K K x x x

1000mb K x x x K X
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TABLE II

Pravious QLD Studies

(Extracted in part from Wash, 1978,

UoPE.TY RES__&_R _C_ (S)

Available potential Energy Spaete 1974

Circulation Wash 1975
miss Johnson and Downey 1976

Absolute Angular Momentum Johnson and Downey 1976

Kinetic Energy Chen and Bosart 1977

Absoluts Angular Moaentum Wash 1978

mass Roman 1981

mass Tailian 1982

Circulation and Angular Momentum Conant 1982

Mass and Circulation Callind 1983
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TABLE III

Generalized Budget Equationj

(After Wash, 1978)

100 mb 627

pm -ff fr 2 sinO dadO (-dp).f f f ,-...9o ,o,
1000 mb 0 0

where F is the volume integral of the desired budget property f.

The budget equation is

- LT(F) + VT(F) + S(F)

where the lateral transport is

100 mb 2w

j f 9LT(F) - J (u-W)8 frsin8 d (-dp)j 8

1000 mb 0

and the vertical redistribution is

100 mb 8 2w

VT(F) - f J 4 (Nf) r 2 sin$ dad$(-dp)

1000mb 0 0

The source/sink term is

100 mb 8 2w

SC) - J J " 2 sin$ dad$(-dp)J g dt
100mb 0 0
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TABLE IV

Mass Budget Equation

(After Wash, 1978)

The Definition

M - r sin$ dadgp

Vp

where f - 1

The Budget Equation

dK
LT + VTdt

where

Lateral Transportp2w
LT - - f (U-W)a r sin$ K dadp

nB

Vertical Transport

VT (-O ) r sin8 daid$ I

0 0

where

dPB

dt' B d
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TABLE V
Circulation Budget Equation

(After Wash, 1978)

Section A

Ca 100 mb i r 2 sinB doidB (-dp)

1000 l b 0 0

where Ca is the absolute circulation and is absolute vorticity.

The budget equation is

* ca S )LT() + DT( ) + S()
ta a a

where the lateral trarsport is

100 mb 2w

L(Ca) - j f (i-W)~ C sin$ dc(-dp)I

1000mnb 0 0

.and the divergence of the vertical transport is

DVT(Cia) - f f a iBdd
" .- 0 0

The source/sink term is7"ir
a f- r sinB dad$ (-dp)

f000 mb 0 0
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TABLE? V. (Conc3

U~ction B

The partitioned form of the vorticity budget equation is

-60Ca +'LT( + 5(c+)S
St a #a a

*~Ivertical vertical.
nanmode eddymode divergence advect ion

horizontil horizontal tem t ermtig fric"tion

a!d

0A

md the division of total flux (U~ a) into divergent and advective
momponents, 9

a. Ca (Va
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TABLE VI

mean and Eddy Modes

(After Conant, 1982)

100 mb 27

x(Ca) (U-W) r sin$ da (-dp)! 8

1000 ub 0

100 mb 2w

1(C) f f 1 ea(U-W)t3 r sinB da (-dp)tB

1000 mb 0

100 mb 2wr
K(G .I - I f g$(U-W) rsn dcl(-cdp)I

aII r sin8 U ,vj
1000 mb 0

100 mb 2
M() m Sa -W). r sinO doLC-dp)[lo

EI is the eddy mode and MO is the mean mode.

0

and C ) ( ) _ (---) is the deviation of the property

from its mean around a lateral boundary.
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APPENDIX D

FIG UR 9S
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Figure 2. Similar to Figure 1 except for 00 GMT 27 January
1979
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Figure 11. DRSP IR Imagery 054( GMT 27 Januarl 1979. (L)
Denotes Sur face Position of Polar Iow.
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FigaIrs 1'. DRSP IR Imaaery 2006 GMlT 27 January 1979. (L

Denotes Surlace Pcstion of PlrLow.
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